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OVERALL ASSESSMENT (provided in English, Czech, or Slovak): 
 
Marta decided to analyze a very practical and indeed very up to date topic, i.e. the sensitivity of the executive 
compensation to the reception of governmental subsidies. The topic is interesting and it has a potential of making 
good contribution. 
 
Hypotheses are not clearly stated and motivated, which I consider a major shortcoming of the thesis. The lack of 
clear hypotheses even affects the generally blurred focus of the Thesis. After reading the abstract and the 
introduction it is not clear to the reader what specifica aspect of executive compensation Marta analyzes and what 
effect is TARP a priori expected to have. The lack of clear focus is a major limitation of the work that also 
complicates the interpretation of the results. 
 
Marta reviews a large body of literature and makes an extensive summary of the conclusions made in the 
exisiting literature. Nevertheless, the literature review is not very well structured and (more importatnly) Marta 
does not provide any conclusion based on which she would formulate her own research question. The link 
between the existing research and Marta’s contribution remains unclear.  
 
Chapters 3 and 4 that discuss the institutional background of executive compensation are excessively long and 
they contain some fairly trivial discussion that could be partly omitted and partly presented in a more concise 
manner. Again, the relevance of this discussion to Marta’s own work is hot highlighted. 
 
The criteria for sample selection would benefit from greater level of detail and (especially) clearer motivation of 
the selection criteria. Similarly the mothodology discussion could be more precise and better motivated. 
 
Because of the unclear focus and conclusions I recommend grade “2 – velmi dobře” for the thesis. I would 
consider upgrading the thesis to “1 – dobře” in case Marta is able to clearly specify the individual hypotheses she 
is testing, to provide motivation of these hypotheses and to explain what conclusions can be drawn from her work. 
I recommend the examination committee to ask Marta about the key conclusions she drives from her work and 
how they should be useful for our understanding of executive compensations in banks. I also recommend to ask 
Marta to clearly specify her hypotheses and (especially) provide motivation for why the relationship in a particular 
direction should be expected. 
 
SUMMARY OF POINTS AWARDED (for details, see below):  
 
CATEGORY POINTS

Literature                     (max. 20 points) 16

Methods                      (max. 30 points) 24

Contribution                 (max. 30 points) 22

Manuscript Form         (max. 20 points) 16

TOTAL POINTS         (max. 100 points) 78

GRADE                          (1 – 2 – 3 – 4) 2
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